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This book is basedon four premisesabout clinical medicine: doctors
treat patients, not diseases;the body has the last word; all medical
care flows through the relationship ~tween physician and patient;
and the spoken language is the most important tool in medicine.
Becausenot every physician would agreewith thesebeliefs(although
most would accept the primacy of the body), a little history is necessary to situate this book and the ideasin it.
During the 1930smy grandmother saw a specialist about a melanoma on her face.During the courseof the visit when sheaskedhim
a question,he slappedher face.saying, "I ask the questionshere. I'll
do the talking!" Can you imagine such an event occurring today?
Melanomas may not have changedmuch in the last fifty years, but
the professionof medicine has. I believe medicine is in the midst of
fundamental and exciting changes;it is evolving toward a profession
in which the primary concern of physicians is with sick (or well)
personsrather than merely their diseases.Indeed, this is probably the
most profound shift in medicine since the concept of disease,as we
know it, came into being in the 1830s.
Medicine has always beena professionof action: doctors do things
to their patients. When the primary focusof medicine is on diseases,
the important acts of physicians are, generally speaking, acts of
discovery.In his book DoctorandPatient,Dr. Lain-Entralgo tells the
story of the brilliant clinician Skodamaking rounds.Skodaheld forth
at the bedsideof a patient, displaying his usual diagnosticskill. At the
end one of his assistantsaskedwhat should be done for the patient.
Skodaimpatiently brushed the question asideas irrelevant! Because
of the lack of eft"ectivetherapies in his day, one might understand
Skoda'sposture.However, only a few yearsago the same.attitudewas
expressedby a resident who told his students that only three things
were important in medicine: "The diagnosis,the diagnosis,and the
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diagnosis." In vie\\. of the importance of diagnosis and research, it is
no wonder that the heroes of the disease era were heroes of discovery-primarily
research scientists.
In the last few decades, with the advent of modern therapeutic
e6:ectiveness,we have changed from a profession of discovery to one in
which intervention is primary; now the acts of physicians are acts of
intervention. It should be no surprise that the heroes of an interventionist medicine are often surgeons, and the status of research
scientists has faded (a state of aEairs that could compromise progress
in medicine). While one would think that the behavioral guidelines
and the basic concepts and skills that doctors acquire during their
training would be truly different in an era of intervention, compared
with those aquired in the era of discovery, this does not yet seem to be
the case. In emphasis and curricula, \\ith a few notable exceptions
(particularly among the new medical schools), medical education
today is monotonously similar to my own education thirty years ago.
Lack of change in the educational agenda is one of the reasons that
our exciting and successful interventionist technology continues to
have many problems in its application.
Although physicians can often do marvelous things for a liver or a
cardiopulmonary system, what is good for the liver, the heart, or the
lungs is not always good for the patient! Symptomatic of our difficulties is a patient with end-stage ventilatory failure, whom all know
is as good as dead, still hanging from a respirator which no one has the
nerve to turn 06:.Everybody is uncomfortable about such a situation:
students talk about not wishing to play God; the hospital administrator fears a law suit; the house staEwonders how many more times they
will be called on to resuscitate the patient; the attending physician
avoids talking frankly to the patient or the family; and the family
guiltily wonders how much longer all this will go on. When I was a
student, my prof~r
of surgery described an exploratory laparotomy
on a patient with bowel obstruction in the days before long tubes. He
said, "As I watched them trying to stu6:all that distended bowel back
in the belly, while it kept popping back out, I thought, 'This just can't
be the way things are meant to be.'" Thinking about patients like the
one just cited I feel the same way. Difficulty injudging how best to use
the new knowledge causestrouble for patients and their families and
creates emotional and professional strains for physicians as well. Not
only does conventional training fail to prepare physicians to mediate
these strains, the orientation of training is itsdfresponsible, at least in
part, for the undiscriminating use of medical technology. The attitude taken by some physicians is, "Ifit call be done, it sholllJibedone."
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Classicalsciencetaught that to understand the whole, whether it
be a human or a laboratory mouse,one should break it down into
observableparts, isolating (in a controlled fashion) the aspectto be
studied. The results of such research,when they are put back together, are believedto give an understanding of the whole organism.
The sciencethat underliesthe brilliant accomplishmentsof modern
medicine, and that all physicians are taught, is basedon such reductionist beliefs. It is obvious to most, however, that despite past
achievementsthe complexity of human existencewith its creativity,
desires,hopes,aspirations, as well as oppression,war, poverty, and
misery has not yielded to the methodsof science.Rather than either
pretending that reductionism is working when it is not, or eschewing sciencefor some mystical approach, concerned scientistshave
searchedfor alternate scientific methods.A whole new way of thinking about the complex wholes that physicians deal with-persons,
families, and communities-a theory of "general systems," has
come into being. The emphasisin this book derives from systems
thinking: physiciansdealing with sick patientsmust alwaystry to find
out how the pathophysiology that bears on the illness is expressing
itself at the whole human level, as well as at the organ and cellular
levels.
During this period, when doctors are beginning to confront the
dilemmas of technical versushumane medicine, the general public
has also changedits attitude toward medicine and its practitioners.
Increasingly dissatisfiedwith reductionistic principles, people are
seekingwhat is popularly referred to as "holistic" medicine. Although most peopleare not sure what holism is, they are quite clear
about what it rejects: the treatment of patients by physicians as
though they were merely objects, diseases,or malfunctioning body
parts. As practiced now, however, holism frequendy seemsto embrace chiropracty, "megavitamin therapy," and other alternative
therapies that do not seem to many of us either holistic or even
particularly useful. These deficiencies should not keep one from
recognizing the unmet needsand the social force for change representedby holism.
If the sick personis to be the focusof medicine, then new concepts,
skills,and guidelinesfor behavior are needed.In medicine we do not
simply describethe procedure for an appendectomyand then leave
studentsto their own devices.We define appendicitis, basethe definition on anatomy and pathology, demonstrate how it manifests
itself,how thr: diagnosisis made, and how to treat it. Similarly it is not
sufficient to tell a student or physician to treat sick personsand not
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just their diseases.
\\7ithout the necessarydefinitions, tools, and skills
all that has been created is a moral injunction, like the story of the
Good Samaritan-"Go and do thou likewise." When a personfails to
fulfill a moral injunction, that person generally ends up taking the
blame and feeling badly. Then, despitegood intentions, patients are
not better 01",and doctors feel like failures. This is frequently what
happens today when physicians start their internships. They are
supposedto care about their patients as "persons," use their "feelings," and be "open" and communicative. Given the fact that they
have po specifictraining in this aspectof patient care, however, that
they are overwhelmedby work, and that they are usually rewarded
for technological rather than interpersonal skills, the young physicians' senseof inadequacy may defeat their good intentions.
From time immemorial there have been physicians who were
extraordinarily adept at working with patients-taking histories,
establishingrapport, achieving compliance with even the most unpleasantregimens,being sensitiveto unspokenneeds,providing empathetic support, communicating effectively, and even getting paid
after the illness.This expertise,usually called "the art of medicine," is
acquired by most through yearsof experience.Somedoctors, nevertheless,are more skilled with patients than others;becauseof this it is
frequently said that the art of medicineis a matter of"intuition" and
is unteachable:"You either have it or you don't."
I am convincedthat the art of medicine can be studied and taught
in a systematicand disciplined manner. Critics often act asthough the
words "systematicand disciplined" are applicable only to scienceand
are incompatible with "art." Ludwig van Beethoven,judging from
his notebooks, was extremely systematic and disciplined, as were
Michelangelo, Pablo Picasso,and probably every other fine artist.
With regard to teachingan art, although talent and intuition may be
essential,even child prodigies have teachersand work constantly to
refine their skills. In the absenceof disciplined effort prodigieswould
surely not realize their promise.
The art of medicine is composedof abilities in four dil"erent but
interrelated areas.The first is the ability to acquire and integrate both
subjective and objective information to make decisionsin the best
interestsof the patient. The secondis the ability to utilize the relationship betweendoctor and patient for therapeutic ends. The third is
knowing how sick persons(and doctors) behave.Finally, the central
skill on which all the others depend is el"ectivecommunication, the
subjectof this book.
This book is about the spoken language in medicine, about con-
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venation betweenpatients and docton. The chapten that follow go
into considerable detail about how the spoken language actually
worksin medicine-how it doesits job. We would never dream of
teaching physical diagnosis to students lacking a background in
anatomy and pathology.It is important to know not only what hepatomegalydue to metastaticcancerfeelslike but whyit feelsthe way it
does.Similarly it is a great help, when listening to heart sounds,to be
able to visualize the heart in action. Although physiciansin training
will havea chanceto feelthe nodular liver of malignancy and to hear
the murmur of mitral stenosis,the next liver and the next murmur
will not present themselvesin the same way or in the samesetting.
One must not only have experiencedfingen and ean but the knowledge to interpret sensoryinformation when it varies from that encounteredon previousoccasions.
Becausethe way a personspeaksis an intimate and integral part of
that person,the spokenlanguagedift"enfrom other tools and skills in
medicine.Digitalis glycosideswork the sameway whether the doctor
prescribing them is shy or bold, sensitiveor overbearing; the drug's
action is separatefrom the doctor. If a doctor is teaching the useof a
sigmoidoscopeand says,"Never push the 'scopeforward unlessyou
seea hole," it doesnot matter what kind of a personyou are for the
strategemto work. Suppose,however, that the interviewing instructor tellsyou, "Walkstraight in and say,'My nameis Doctor Osler and
I'd like you to tell me the story of your illness.'" Perhapsyou can do
that, but if you are uncomfortable, the words may soundwoodenand
aitificial. For you it may be necessary,for example, that the patient
give somesign of approval before you can feel at easeasking questions. "Hi, Mn. Friendly, may I sit down? Thank you. My name is
Bill Osler. Could you tell me the story of your illness,please?"Speech
is pan of the presentationof self,and a speakingstyle that is foreign to
you will not work. When, however, you understand the function of
the utterance-what you want it to do-then the phrasescan be
successfullyadapted to your personalstyle.
One would think that the spoken language would have been
subject to intense scrutiny, given its importance. Yet the scientific
study of natural convenation is a relatively new discipline. The basic
difficulty with such study derives from the fact that language is
fundamentally and irreconcilably different from other objects of
scientificinquiry. Sciencehasbeensuccessfulbecauseof the ability of
scientiststo study in controlled isolation, simple, linear, cause-andeft"ectparts of more complex wholes. This produces"dyadic" statements of the type with which we are all familiar: "If A, then B."
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Starling's law of the heart is of that type, as is the Allor None rule of
nerve conduction. Explanatory principles are easily constructed
when phenomena can be charact~rized in temlS of dyads, or sets of
dyads.
Language, however, is totally different; it is irreducibly triadic.
Words do not m~r~ly stand for things, as in .,Apple is a word that
stands for th~ fiml, fleshy, edibl~ fruit of the tr~e, Pyrus malus." How
about "She's the appl~ of my eye," or "One bad apple spoils th~
whol~ barrel," or even .'Adam's apple." Ifwords merely represented
things in the same manner that a thermometer reading represents a
certain temperature, then the study oflanguag~ would proceed in a
nice orderly manner. But wh~reas the themlometer functions independently of persons who might take an interest in its reading,
words do not; they represent not only something "out th~re" but the
person using them as w~ll. With exceptions that will be discussed in
the text, words always stand for something to someone.
The irr~ducibl~
triangle consists of a word, the thing it stands for, and the person for
whom it has that meaning. Complications arise because th~r~ are
almost always variations between the m~anings of the same words for
diff~rent people. Since one cannot verify in objective t~mlS what is
going on inside the mind of anoth~r, the problem of personal m~aning
has thus far proved impenetrable.
Fortunately all the features that make the spoken language opaque
to science provide opportunities for clinicians. Human illness is,' in
fact, triadic in th~ sam~ manner as language. Diseases,wh~n isolated
and confined to their afflicted cells, organs, or ~nzyme systems, may
be quite constant in the manner in which they express themselves,
and we have instruments that measur~ their activity,just as a themlom~t~r measures the kin~tic behavior of mol~cules. However, ~ach
illnesscaused by a given diseaseis unique and diH:~rsfrom every other
illness episod~ because of the personin whom it occurs. Even wh~n a
diseaser~curs in the same individual, the illness is changed by the fact
that it is a recurrence; it now carries the associations and the history of
the previous episode. Though it is obvious that genetic makeup or
changes in immune response can alter the reaction to disease, as can
diet, personal habits, and level of physical conditioning, th~ presentation, course, and outcome of a disease can also be affected by
whether th~ patient likes or fears physicians, "beli~ves" in medication
or abusesdrugs, is brave or cowardly, "s~lf-destructiv~" or vain, has
unconscious conflicts into which the illness does or does not fit, and so
on. These features are part of the illness, for illness is not only a
physical event but a "m~aning event" as well. Throughout the book
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the reader will seeexamplesof patients attaching meaning to symptoms and illnesses.Indeed, there is no event that befalls humans to
which meaning is not attached. It is the triadic nature of human
illnessthat makesthe art of medicinesovital; ifevery patient were the
same,then merely to know the diseasewould be to know the illness.
The material in this book is drawn from hundreds of hours of
natural conversationsbetween doctors and patients in offices,hospital rooms,clinics, and emergencyrooms.Thesehourswere distilled
in turn from well over one thousand hours of recordings involving
many physiciansand more than eight hundred consentingpatients
taped in 1974 and 1975. (In contrast to most previous studies of
doctor-patient communication,only a small minority of theserecordings involved clinic patients or doctors in training.) My staB"and I
attempted to apply the existingknowledgein linguisticsto the specific
problem of doctor-patient communication. However, every idea and
concepthad to meet two simple tests:was it relevant to conversation
as it actually occurrred, day to day? and was it relevant to better
patient care? (Tape recordersare like cameras;they merely record
what is, whether flattering or not. Listening to a conversation in
which you have tried a new way of talking can indicate successor
failure in short order. I strongly recommendthat you tape your own
conversationswith patients. Nothing will enlarge understanding
more rapidly-this has been my own experience and that of my
students.)
The object of the analysisof theserecorded conversationswas an
iJ)creasedunderstanding of medicine, not of linguistics per se.
Nonphysiciansand studentsof languagewho may read this should be
awarethat, although much of what is presentedhereclearly haswider
theoretical implications for the study of the spoken language or
applicability to other fields such as law or education, this is a book
about medicine, by a physician, for physiciansand studentsof medicine. (Similarly I haveignored someof the issuesthat have exercised
linguistsinterestedin doctor-patient communication becauseI do not
believethat they have utility in the care of patients.)
The examples,besidesillustrating issuesin communication, also
involve actual casesand approachesto the care of patients. The
readerwill becomecloselyacquainted with how I practice medicine,
what I believe the nature of the relationship between patient and
physician should and should not be, and even how I treat certain
illnesses.In addition the personalapproachesof other physiciansare
exemplified.
When I first started listening to recordings of other physiciansin
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their offices,I waspleasedto hear that the samethings, someof them
quite strange,happenedin their officesas in my own. Doctors who
have listenedto me with my patients have expressedthe samesentiment. Th~ practice of medicine is a very private matter. The most
intimate aspectsof a patient's life are revealedin physicians' offices,
ranging from what kind of underwear is worn (or not) to what the
person secretly thinks about other family members, as well as the
overtly sexual matters that are usually associatedwith the word
"intimate." At timesthe doctor is asmuch exposedasthe patient; for
this reasonI admire the doctors who put asidetheir reservationsto
wear my microphone. Consequentlyreadersshould understand that
they are privy to information sharedby few in the past. For the same
reason and becauseit has a single author, this book will be unavoidably idiosyncratic. Despite the drawbacks of this personal
quality I hope the readerwill find learning about how another doctor
works asinteresting as I do. Becausethis approach is neither quantified nor treated statistically, it may causediscomfort to physicians
who have been raised on numerical data and taught to avoid the
anecdotal.I believethat there is noother equally effectiveor realistic
manner, however,to approach the study and teaching of communication betweendoctor and patient in the clinical setting. Indeed, the
recitation of cases-telling stories-has beena way to teachmedicine
that hassurvived through the agesbecausenothing elsedoesthe job
aswell. In fact recently scholarshave begun to direct attention to the
storiesabout patients usedin teaching becausethey convey a kind of
information that can be transmitted in no other way. Becausethe
information presentedhere is personal,subjective,or anecdotal does
not mean that it cannot be studied in a systematicmanner that will
allow generalizationbeyond the particular instance.Examining the
music of a particular composer,for example,will reveal aspectsthat
are unique to the composer'sstyle. Studying the samemusic, one can
demonstratethe rules of form and composition that apply to music
generally. So it is in this book: examplesdrawn from the interaction
between two people reveals things about these two people as individuals and alsoabout interactions and communication in general.
It takestime to becomeadept at using the spokenlanguage as an
effectivemedical tool; readersshould be patient with themselves,but
persistent. It may require many months before you begin to hear
peopleshift to impersonalpronounswhen they describetheir illnesses
or unpleasantevents,asdescribedin chapter 2. But onceyou become
aware, you will hear the phenomenon everywhere. The secret of
masteringthe spokenlanguagein medicine is simple-just keep at it.
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Remember, you cannot avoid using the language; the question is
whether you will use it to its best advantage. Let me recommend
again that you tape your own conversations with patients. Modem
tape recorders are so small and unobtrusive that it is generally a
simple thing to do. Remember to ask the patient's permission.
Patients generally do not mind as long as they know that their privacy
will be maintained. (The appendix describes the techniques for recording in greater detail.)
When I was a medical student I bought a copy of Bailey's Physical
Signsin Clinical Surgery.It was full of wonderful pearls of wisdom about
physical diagnosis. It sat by my bedside for years, and I would often
pick it up and read wherever it happened to open. On many occasions
what I learned from Bailey has worked for me. I began to buy copies
and give them away as gifts for my students, so that they too should
come to love the lore of clinical medicine. (You'd do better to buy the
earliest editions you can find; the later editions are weaker.) It is my
hope that students and physicians will find that the more medicine
they know, the more this book has to offer, and that it too will be
worth revisiting.
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